DEMONSTRATION OF SOME OF THE MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE ASCENT OF SAP IN PLANTS (WITH ONE FIGURE)
The usual demonstration of osmosis with sugar solution separated from water by a differentially permeable membrane is unsatisfactory as a model representing the plant mechanisms involved in sap ascent. Beginning students are often confused because in the demonstration they see a solution rising in a tube due to a force exerted not from above, as it is in the plant, but from below. A simple rearrangement of the materials ordinarily used provides a very convincing demonstration of the process of osmosis, and at the same time shows more exactly how osmosis in the leaf cell brings about the rise of water in the stem below. The addition of a capillary evaporating, surface to the apparatus then makes the picture of the mechanisms involved and their coordination quite complete.
Figure 1 (A) shows how the apparatus is arranged. A glass tube (t), one or more meters long, communicating above with a short glass cvlinder 
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(dimensions about 5 x 20 cm.) is fastened upright, the lower end stoppered, and the whole filled with water, excluding all air bubbles. A membrane is tied over the bulb end of a short thistle tube (h), the tube filled with water, and sealed into the cylinder as shown. A small lump of copper sulphate in the water stains the membrane blue, and may protect it from decay. Before adding sugar the stopper below is removed. Water filters very slowly through the membrane, and the column of water in the tube (t) falls. Movement of the water may be measured conveniently by means of a potometer (p) attached below. Sucrose crystals are now dropped into the thistle tube from above (through a water-filled funnel attached to the stem of the thistle tube) with the result that the water immediately reverses its direction of flow. This rise of water, following as a result of merely adding a solute, affords an especially convincing demonstration of the power of osmosis.
If, now, a porous clay evaporating cylinder (e) be filled with water and fastened to the end of the thistle tube as shown in the figure, the rise of the water in the tube as in the plant will clearly be affected by surface and evaporational forces, as well as by osmosis. Subjecting the apparatus to hot, dry moving air will cause the water to move rapidly in the tube. Surrounding the evaporating surface with a humid atmosphere, on the contrary, will cause osmosis to work alone, and the solution will be forced out through the porous clay walls, superficially simulating guttation. When osmosis dominates over evaporation, the membrane is expanded to its maximum (as would be a leaf-cell wall and protoplast under these conditions) and bulges downward. Wlhen the rate of evaporation is very high, the membrane becomes slack or may even bulge upward. It is a good exercise for the student to explain the various observed rates of water movement in terms of the relative vapor tension in the water, solution, capillaries, and atmosphere, and clarifying to see the working together of the different processes involved in this 
